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High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
employing focus-variation phase-reconstruction methods is
used to image the atomic structure of grain boundaries in a
silicon nitride ceramic at subangstrom resolution. Comple-
mentary energy-dispersive X-ray emission spectroscopy exper-
iments revealed the presence of yttrium ions segregated to the
0.5–0.7-nm thin amorphous boundary layers that separate
individual grains. Our objective here is probing if yttrium ions
attach to the prismatic planes of the Si3N4 at the interface
toward the amorphous layer, using Scherzer and phase-
reconstruction imaging, as well as image simulation. Crystal
structure images of grain boundaries in thin sample (<100 Å)
areas do not reveal the attachment of yttrium at these posi-
tions, although lattice images from thicker areas do suggest the
presence of yttrium at these sites. It is concluded that most
of the yttrium atoms are located in the amorphous phase
and only a few atoms may attach to the terminating prism
plane. In this case, the line concentrations of such yttrium in
the latter location are estimated to be at most one yttrium
atom every 17 Å.

I. Introduction

BULK silicon nitride (Si3N4) ceramics have been the subject of
numerous investigations, in particular because their physical

and mechanical properties are relevant for many potential high-
temperature applications. However, the properties of silicon nitride
ceramics are strongly influenced by the microstructure and the
chemical composition of the grain boundaries. Indeed, the grain
boundaries can be considered as the key microstructural features
that control mechanical properties. For example, at low homolo-
gous temperatures, a strongly bonded grain boundary can result in
high strength, but a suitably “weakened” boundary, e.g., from the
presence of a brittle intergranular film, invariably results in higher
toughness. Similarly, at high temperatures, a grain-boundary phase
with a higher melting point or high viscosity is preferable for
strength retention and creep resistance.

In most silicon nitride ceramics, the ubiquitous thin grain
boundaries are typically 1–5 nm in width, with their equilibrium
size considered to be a marked function of chemical composi-
tion.1–6 Sintering additives and impurities, particularly rare
earths,¶ segregate along such boundaries7 and generally do not
form solid solutions with either the �- or �-phase Si3N4 matrix.
However, they are thought to somehow bond to the matrix grain’s
prism plane along the interface with the grain boundary phase.

A variety of Si3N4 interface models have been published.8–14

Using a Hartree–Fock periodic approach with extended Hückel
tight-binding approximation8,9 and molecular dynamic calcula-
tions with a pair–potential set approach,10 atomic positions and
grain-boundary bonding characteristics have been determined for a
variety of interface–atom coordinations. Of particular interest for
this investigation is the chemical bonding between the prismatic
plane of a silicon nitride grain and atoms of sintering additives that
has been modeled computationally using crystal structure data.
Dudesek and Benco8,9 work with an oxygen-terminated prism
plane, whereas Nakayasu et al.10 and Painter et al.11 work with one
that is nitrogen-terminated. Both models allow for sintering-aid
atoms to attach to this type of interface plane. These O- and
N-terminated interfaces provide the basis for the image simula-
tions conducted in this investigation. The two theoretical ap-
proaches are realistic if one considers that most, if not all, of these
thin grain boundaries are found to contain oxygen. Thus, all or
some Si–N bonds could have been replaced by Si–O bonds, and
oxygen could have taken the atom positions of nitrogen resulting
in a fully or partially O-terminated prism plane. The idea of
substituting oxygen for nitrogen can also be interpreted as an
oxynitride monolayer, and it also satisfies the conception that
yttrium is a priori linked to oxygen as sintering additive Y2O3.

Both models also support segregation of sintering aids to the
grain boundaries. Benco9 states that oxygen present along grain
boundaries in Si3N4 has a destabilizing effect on the bonding
characteristics if associated antibonding interactions are not pre-
vented. Therefore, oxygen can be seen as serving as a trap for
sintering aids to migrate toward the grain boundaries. The results
of Nakayasu et al.10 demonstrate how Ln3� ions are more stable at
the interfaces and less stable in the Si3N4 matrix. These results are
consistent with experimental observations.

However, direct imaging, e.g., using high-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscopy (HRTEM), of the crystal structure at the
interfacial regions, specifically to identify the positions of the
additive ions, has not been achieved with truly atomic resolution.
A major problem here has been that a point-to-point resolution of
�0.93 Å is required to identify single-atom columns in Si3N4, and
this is close to the theoretical information limit of current electron
microscopes. Secondly, the imaging of grain boundaries in silicon
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nitride is further complicated by the formation of a thin amorphous
film at the interface. Crystallization of the majority of this
interfacial phase at boundary triple junctions is commonly re-
ported, although, for the more interesting thin two-grain grain-
boundary films, the amorphous state has been shown to be the
thermodynamically preferred condition.15

Recent progress with HRTEM, however, has made it possible to
extend the resolution of a “mid-voltage” microscope well beyond
its Scherzer point-to-point resolution of 1.7 Å to an information
limit of about 0.8 Å.16–19 The procedure is based on several
studies18–31 and exploits the small information limit of a field
emission TEM in a particular manner via digital image process-
ing32,33 to produce electron exit waves. Usually, a single HRTEM
image represents a highly encoded mixture of the properties of the
sample with those of the TEM. A reconstruction of the electron
exit wave from a focus series of lattice images, on the other hand,
allows eliminating imaging artifacts, extending resolution, and
simplifying image interpretation.

In this paper, we use this technique to image silicon nitride with
an unprecedented resolution and a sensitivity that allows for the
detection of single nitrogen columns in the Si3N4 matrix. Specif-
ically, we focus on the grain boundaries in a silicon nitride sintered
with 2 wt% Y2O3 and examine the segregation of the sintering
additive ions to these interfaces. It is found that although the
yttrium ions definitely segregate to the boundaries, it was difficult
to detect irrefutable evidence that the yttrium ions attach to the
prism plane of the half-ring of the Si hexagons that are present, we
believe, because the yttrium ion concentration in these locations
was too low.

II. Experimental Procedure

(1) Material
The silicon nitride examined was fabricated with a newly

developed two-step sintering technique, consisting of a
dilatometer-controlled, gas-pressure-sintering process and a sub-
sequent hot-isostatic pressing densification.34 Such highly pure
and controlled processing was used to permit an unambiguous
investigation of the role of small quantities of sintering aids that
optimize the material properties; specifically, the technique al-
lowed for an almost impurity-free densification without the usual
glass encapsulation technique.

Si3N4 powder (UBE SN E10; Ube Industries, Yamaguchi,
Japan) was sintered with 2 wt% Y2O3 (fine grade, HCST) to
achieve a microstructure consisting of two morphologies of
�-Si3N4 grains, namely, (i) predominantly acicular-shaped grains,
with an average length of 5 �m and an aspect ratio of 8:1, and (ii)
equiaxed grains, with a size of 0.5–1.5 �m. No particular postsin-
tering heat treatment was performed on this material. An image of
the microstructure is shown in Fig. 1.

Samples for examination in the TEM were prepared by grind-
ing, dimpling, and ion milling. The low-voltage ion milling was
performed with an ion mill (Technoorg LINDA, IV3H/L ion beam
thinning unit, Scientific Technical Development Ltd., Budapest,
Hungary) to produce foils with a thickness of �100 Å and with
highly smooth surfaces (i.e., surface roughness �10 Å).

(2) Electron Microscopy
(A) Electron Microscope: The HRTEM investigation was

performed with a Philips CM300/FEG/UT, a 300-kV microscope,
equipped with a field emission electron source (FEG), and an
ultra-twin-objective lens of low spherical aberrations (Cs � 0.60
mm) and chromatic aberrations (Cc � 1.3 mm). Partial aberration
correction reduces image distortion to about its information limit
of 0.8 Å.35

The specimen stage used was a Philips double-tilt low-
background holder with a tilting range of �30°/�30°. Images
were recorded digitally through an attached Gatan Image Filter
(GIF) on a 2048- � 2048-pixel CCD (charge-coupled device)
camera that allows for a total magnification up to 38 million times.
Electron exit waves were reconstructed from a series of 20 lattice
images using the Philips/Brite-Euram software by Coene and
Thust.32,33

(B) Phase Retrieval and Image Reconstruction: Subang-
strom resolution was achieved by exploiting the high information
limit of the TEM via digital image processing.16–19 Phase retrieval
and focal series reconstruction allows elimination of imaging
artifacts and undesired effects of delocalization that complicate the
interpretation of single images. The phase of the electron exit
waves was typically extracted from 20 lattice images recorded
around an underfocus of 	260 nm with a constant defocus interval
of 
2.4 nm for successive lattice images.

(C) Analytical Equipment: Analytical investigations of the
distribution of chemical elements along the grain boundary were
performed on a Philips CM200/FEG transmission electron micro-
scope. This analytical TEM is equipped with an energy dispersive
X-ray emission spectrometer (EDS). Spatially resolved composi-
tional analysis (Z � 5) could be performed with this instrument
with an energy resolution of 136 eV for MnK� radiation. The EDS
probe diameter could be focused to a 1.2 nm small spot to detect
the signal emanating from a 1 to 5 nm thick two-grain grain-
boundary film.

(3) Computer Simulations
The crystal structure and interface modeling was performed

using the commercial program CrystalKit.36 Subsequent HRTEM
image simulations were performed using the structure models as
input to the commercial program MacTempas.36 Through-focus
and through-thickness image simulations can be created with this
program from the model crystal structures. MacTempas is based
on the multislice method where the structure model is sliced
perpendicular to the direction of the incident beam. The crystal
potential content of each single slice modifies the incoming
electron wave as do all successive slices through the entire
structure model.37

III. Results and Discussion

Demonstration of the resolution and capabilities of the micro-
scope and the approach to exit-wave phase reconstruction can be
found in various publications17–19,21–23,27–33

(1) Experimental Images
To study the atomic structure of the grain boundaries in Si3N4,

thin grain boundaries were examined using the exit-wave recon-
struction process. This technique proved to be successful in
particular for imaging the intergranular phase on a very thin
specimen, i.e., �100 Å thick. Foils much thicker than 100 Å did
not turn out to be optimal for phase reconstruction, due to loss of
resolution (for reasons that are under investigation). Nevertheless,

Fig. 1. Morphology of the microstructure of the 2-wt%-Y2O3-containing
Si3N4 ceramic, showing the predominantly acicular-shaped �-Si3N4 grains.
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images of specimen areas thinner and thicker than this desired
limit are presented, since they both carry complementary informa-
tion about grain boundaries. The results are described below in
terms of current theoretical models8–11 for the interfacial structure
of silicon nitride. We would like to emphasize that the results focus
only on the immediate atom attachment at the Si3N4–prism plane
facing the grain boundary.

(A) Scherzer and Reconstructed Phase Images in Thin Speci-
men (�100 Å): The results of phase reconstructed exit-wave
images of thin boundaries are presented in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) and
are compared with corresponding Scherzer defocus images in Figs.
2(b) and 3(b). A significant gain in information is apparent since
the phase reconstructed images depict the crystal structure directly.
In both examples, a residual tilt of 0.87 and 1.05 mrad can be
detected which affects the intensity distribution in the lattice
images and the reconstructed electron exit wave. Experimental
parameters, specifically, defocus, �f, and sample thickness, t, in
these sampling areas were determined via comparison of the
Scherzer images to computer-simulated images. In Fig. 2, �f �
	50 nm and t 
 10–20 Å, whereas, for Fig. 3, �f � 	70 nm and
t 
 70–80 Å. In interpreting these images, it can be deduced that
the grain boundary is amorphous and 
5–7 Å in thickness.
Preferential etching during specimen preparation could not be
observed (Fig. 4.). The precise determination of the grain boundary
thickness is not further addressed in this investigation. We ac-
knowledge, however, that it is important for the understanding of
the atomic structure bridging the entire grain boundary.

Figure 2(a) shows the remarkable shape of the Si3N4 hexagons
in the �-Si3N4 grain to the right that reach into the amorphous

intergranular layer. The reconstructed image reveals rather incom-
plete, not fully closed, hexagon rings extending into the amor-
phous grain boundary. This observation suggests the possibility of
dangling bonds connecting the �-Si3N4 grain to segregated ions in
the amorphous grain boundary. However, no segregated sintering
additive ions can be identified in these reconstructed images at any
particular atom-column position along the interface.

(B) Scherzer and Reconstructed Phase Images in Thick Spec-
imen (�100 Å): The Scherzer and phase-reconstructed exit-wave
images of a grain boundary in a slightly thicker sample area are
presented in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively. The image parameters
here are �f � 	60 nm and t 
 120–130 Å. In contrast to the
Scherzer images of the thin sample, the corresponding image in the
thicker sample area displays bright spots that are arranged in a
periodic manner close to the prismatic plane. Additionally, the
resulting phase reconstructed image reveals that the bright spots
disappear and the half-rings of the Si hexagons vanish, unlike the
images taken of thinner sample areas. This outcome is attributed to
the presence of interface roughness, and it is tempting to assign the
occurrence of the regular intensity spots in the Scherzer image of
Fig. 5(a) to delocalization. However, image simulations did not
reproduce these additional regular intensity spots in Scherzer
images unless heavy elements are introduced as part of the
interface (Fig. 6). In this case, substituting, for example, silicon
atoms for the heavier element yttrium does not result in bright
spots in the image simulations. Moreover, private communica-
tions38 with other TEM microscopists investigating Si3N4 coincide
with our observation, and bright periodic spots along the grain
boundaries in silicon nitride have been observed in the past. To
date, it seems that their appearance is not necessarily due to any
specific type of electron emission source used in a TEM.

Fig. 2. Phase-reconstructed (a) and the corresponding Scherzer defocus
images (b) of a grain boundary. The thickness in this sample area can be
determined to 10–20 Å. Note the shape of the Si3N4 hexagons in the
phase-reconstructed image; they are not fully closed and extend into the
amorphous phase. The thickness of the amorphous grain-boundary layer
can be approximated as 5–7 Å.

Fig. 3. Phase-reconstructed (a) and corresponding Scherzer defocus
images (b) of a second grain boundary in a thicker sample area. Sample
thickness is determined to 70–80 Å.
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The question is how to combine and interpret the visual
information revealed in these images of thin and thick specimen
areas and what conclusions can be drawn from this about the
near-prism plane interface structure in Si3N4. We know that the
heavy element is yttrium. It can possibly be attached to the
prismatic plane. However, salient criteria and imaging conditions
must be met to identify atom segregation along the interface and
allow image interpretation. Of greatest interest is the yttrium-ion
concentration, that is, the ion-column density. Other criteria are
specimen thickness and electron oscillation wavelength, both of
which are addressed below in Section III(2)(A).

Because the Si3N4 investigated here contains only a small
amount (2 wt%) of Y2O3, it was necessary to confirm that
sufficient yttrium ions were present along boundaries; this was
achieved using an EDS line scan taken across the thin grain
boundaries. The results, shown in Fig. 7, clearly demonstrate that
yttrium is segregated to the interface. However, not all the ions
detected via EDS are believed to be attached in columns to the
prism planes. In fact, it is expected that most of the yttrium atoms
are located in the amorphous phase and only a few atoms are
attached to the prism plane of the matrix grain–grain boundary
interface.

Since yttrium is a heavier atom than silicon and nitrogen, this
should yield stronger electron scattering and image contrast, e.g.,
brighter spots, and would enable detection of individual yttrium
atoms along the grain boundary. Moreover, for imaging it is the
density of these ions attached to the prism plane in a column
parallel to the direction of the incident electron beam that is
important. A denser column of ions causes stronger scattering of
the incident electrons. However, neither the Scherzer nor the
phase-reconstructed images in Figs. 2 and 3 exhibit such brighter
spots at any location along the prismatic planes. For phase-
reconstructed exit-wave imaging, a low column density can be a
problem. Especially, if the bonding characteristics are such that
there is a large separation between yttrium ions attached to the
prism plane along the columns, this requires using a thicker sample
to exceed a minimum ion density for good imaging contrast. This,
however, can conflict with the upper desired limit of 100 Å for
optimal resolution when using the phase-reconstruction method.
We assume a low ion concentration to be the reason why images
taken on thin specimen areas (Figs. 2 and 3) do not show any signs
of yttrium. However, just because yttrium atoms cannot be seen in
the phase-reconstructed exit-wave images does not automatically
imply a complete absence of yttrium atoms at the prism plane
interface, especially when Fig. 6 shows that yttrium can cause the
bright spots, as are observed in the experimental Scherzer image in
Fig. 5(a).

Such experimental results are discussed below in light of the
image simulations that are based on the theoretical assumptions
regarding the near-matrix grain structure.8–11 Of primary interest
is the ion-column density.

(2) Simulated Images
(A) Exit-Wave Image Simulation of Grain Boundaries: The

basis for the present image simulations are the models set forth by
Dudesek and Benco,8,9 Nakayasu et al.,10 and Painter et al.:11 an
O- or N-terminated prismatic plane serving as the interface
between the matrix grain and the grain boundary. The two models
differ only in the type of atom that terminates the prism plane. It
is therefore very difficult to differentiate in HRTEM images, e.g.,
Figs. 2 and 3, whether the Si3N4-hexagon half-rings reaching into
the amorphous grain boundary are O- or N-terminated since both
elements are close in atomic weight and scattering power. Hence,
the contrast in image simulations is not affected by what type of
atom terminates the prism plane.

However, when performing image simulation, some additional
imaging criteria have to be taken into consideration. These include
specimen thickness and electron oscillation wavelength in the
specimen.39 Both, and in particular their combined effects, deter-
mine conditions for imaging atoms. In this case for the sintering-
aid ions along the grain boundary, it can affect whether atoms will
be visible (or disappear) in a simulated exit-wave image.

Attempts were made to simulate TEM images of this near-
interface structure and compare them to the experimental images.
One has to keep in mind, though, that, with simulated images,
there is always much better detail visible than with corresponding

Fig. 4. TEM image of a grain boundary ending into the specimen
perforation (arrow). The sample is very thin at this location (�50 Å).
Nevertheless, there is no sign of preferential etching of the grain boundary
during specimen preparation.

Fig. 5. Scherzer defocus (a) and corresponding phase-reconstructed
images (b) of a grain boundary. The sample in this area is estimated to be
thicker (120–130 Å) than the recommended specimen thickness for
optimum phase-reconstruction results. The Scherzer image displays bright
spots that exhibit a very regular periodicity. These features disappear
though in the phase-reconstructed image.
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experimental images. The objective is (i) to identify any possible
attachment of sintering-aid ions to the prism planes and (ii) to
determine what the ion-column density and specimen thickness
requirements are. To this end a variety of image simulations were
conducted using the following model structure: two opposing
Si3N4 matrix grains, one oriented along [0001] and the other with
no particular preferred orientation, were connected with an amor-
phous grain boundary, a few angstroms thick and containing
yttrium atoms attached to the prism plane of the [0001]-oriented
grain. The yttrium ion-column density was varied by changing the
relative separation between Y atoms, from one yttrium atom every
2.8 Å to one yttrium atom every 19.6 Å (2.8 Å is the Si3N4 unit cell
dimension in [0001]). The sample thickness was then varied for
each ion-column density from 10 to 130 Å. This allowed for an
examination of the present Bloch wave oscillations on the exit-
wave image.

A selection of the simulated images is presented in Fig. 8. The
images shown correspond to three different ion-column densities:
one yttrium ion every 2.8, 5.6, and 16.8 Å, respectively. The
intensity differences between the Si, N, and Y atoms are noticeable

and due to the atomic weight and scattering power of each element
(Fig. 9). One can also see that the highly dense Y-ion column
displays the brightest spots. However, for the less dense ion
columns, the yttrium signal weakens. In fact, at an ion-column
density of 16.8 Å, the yttrium signal is weaker than the nitrogen
intensity (Fig. 9). Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the intensity of
the yttrium signal clearly varies with specimen thickness. This
behavior can be explained by the interaction of the varied
parameters, i.e., the Bloch wave oscillation.

The Bloch wave oscillation is caused by the interaction of the
incoming electron waves with material in zone axis orientation and
is strongly dynamic. The propagating electron wave exhibits a
specific distance—an extinction distance —that depends on the
scattering power of a specific column of atoms. Lighter atoms
produce a longer extinction distance compared with heavier atoms.
Moreover, the extinction distance scales with d2/Z, where d is the
atom separation and Z is the atomic number.39 The combination of
this effect with specimen thickness governs the visibility of atoms.
Maximum image contrast and thus visibility at the exit plane occur
when the specimen thickness coincides with half of an extinction

Fig. 6. Simulated Scherzer defocus images showing that there is no difference between the images when using an oxygen- or a nitrogen-terminated prism
plane. When attaching on either the O- or N-terminated prism plane the atoms yttrium or silicon, there is a difference in the resulting Scherzer image. Yttrium
causes bright periodic spots to appear, while silicon does not produce such bright spots.

Fig. 7. EDS line scan taken across a thin grain boundary reveals the presence of yttrium ions segregated to the amorphous interface layer. The
grain-boundary thickness is difficult to determine with this signal, since the EDS probe size is 1.2 nm and only one location definitely detects yttrium. It is
expected that most of these Y ions are not attached to the prism plane; instead they are located in the thin amorphous grain-boundary layer.
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oscillation. The approximated half-extinction distance for a col-
umn of Si atoms with a density of one Si atom/(2.8 Å) is  
 75
Å.40 In comparison, the extinction distance for yttrium is approx-
imated to  
 26 Å and  
 104 Å at a separation of 2.8 Å and 5.6
Å, respectively.

A phenomena introduced by image simulation programs is
phase wrapping, which means that instead of having a continuous
sinusoidal-like variation in intensity, there is a jump every 2�.
This causes the intensity to abruptly change from a bright white
spot to a black spot. One can see this phase wrapping in the image
simulations in Fig. 8, and it can be used to easily determine the
point at which a spot’s intensity reaches its maximum and starts to

decline again, in evidence of the electron oscillation wavelength
and in accordance with previous work.39,40

On the basis of this, the intensity variations observed in Fig. 8
can be better interpreted. If, for example, the yttrium ion-column
separation were to be 2.8 Å/Y ion and the extinction distance 
26
Å, then the yttrium signal would be strongest at a specimen
thickness of 
20–30 and 
70–80 Å but vanish at a specimen
thickness of 
50–60 Å. Comparing this to the experimental
images at thicknesses of 10–20 and 70–80 Å in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively (which show no yttrium), permits the conclusion that
the prism planes are not as densely populated with yttrium. A
similar conclusion applies to an ion-column density of one yttrium

Fig. 8. Array of simulated exit-wave images depicting the nitrogen-terminated Si3N4 half-rings containing yttrium ions that reach into the amorphous
grain-boundary region. Evidence of electron-wave oscillation in relationship to specimen thickness can be seen in the intensity variations, in particular, of
the Si and the Y signals.
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every 5.6 Å. The Y signal intensity would be at maximum at
90–100 Å and therefore most likely also visible at 70–80 Å,
unlike Fig. 3. Continuing this process, one can determine a lower
visibility limit, i.e., at what ion-column density the yttrium signal
will vanish. For this case, this limit appears to be at an yttrium
ion-column density of 16.8 Å. Moreover, one has to consider also
the fact that not only the extinction distance eliminates a signal, but
any atom signal will become invisible when it is comparable to the
noise level, represented here by the amorphous intergranular phase
(Fig. 9).

These results help explain why yttrium cannot be detected in the
thin (�100 Å) experimental phase-reconstructed images shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, because the line density is too low. Yttrium can be
attached to the prism planes, according to theoretical predictions,
but these prism planes are most likely only very sparsely populated
with yttrium ions; otherwise they would be visible. Accordingly,
we turn to the experimental images taken from thicker sample
areas (�100 Å) to attempt to identify the potential yttrium
attachment to the prism planes.

The exit-wave image simulations in Fig. 8 show how difficult it
can become to interpret and decipher the images when specimen
thickness is increased. Similar difficulties arise in the experimental
phase-reconstructed exit-wave images that are primarily due to
loss of resolution. No yttrium atoms and no Si3N4 half-rings can be
detected anymore at the amorphous grain boundary; periodic
bright spots are visible in the corresponding Scherzer image.

(B) Scherzer Image Simulation of Grain Boundaries: Some
evidence for the presence of Y can be produced, however, in the
traditional manner, namely, by recording lattice images at Scherzer
defocus (see, for example, in Fig. 5(a)) that are then compared with
image simulations. It is important to note though that Scherzer
lattice images in a field emission microscope can often be
misleading due to the large beam coherence and the complicated
contrast transfer function. By default, less information is seen in a
single lattice image than in a reconstructed image because the CTF
removes information and creates delocalization. Commonly, these
effects can light up edges such that the bright spots along the
boundaries could be associated with imaging artifacts.

The grain boundary model that was used for the exit-wave
simulations was now used to produce simulated Scherzer images.
The simulations were performed covering the ion-column density
range from one Y atom every 2.8 Å to one Y atom every 19.6 Å.
The specimen thickness ranged from 10 to 150 Å. A selection of
the simulated images are presented in Fig. 10, where the array of
images corresponds to the lower and upper end of ion-column
densities (2.8, 5.6, 16.8, and 19.6 Å/Y atom) covering the
thickness range from 100 to 150 Å. One can clearly see that, at the
low ion-column densities, no bright spots can be discerned at any
specimen thickness. Instead, for the 16.8 Å/Y-atom case, periodic
bright spots can be detected and start to appear between 110 and
150 Å in specimen thickness, which are most bright at 
130–140

Å. Similar bright spots can be seen for an even lower Y-ion-
column density of 19.6Å/Y atom; however, they are not as
pronounced.

This information was used to extend the interface structure
model further by (i) substituting the yttrium atom with silicon
atoms and (ii) leaving the position at the prism planes vacant to
examine the Scherzer images that it produced. The initial results of
this image simulation could be seen in Fig. 6. It is apparent that the
image of the Y-containing grain boundary displays an array of
double bright spots along the interface at a specimen thickness of
130 Å, resembling the experimental Scherzer defocus images in
Fig. 5(a). However, only the heavy element yttrium causes such
bright spots to appear along the interface. The substitution of Si for
Y atoms does not cause such strong bright spots and neither does
a grain boundary without any atoms positioned at the prism plane.

These simulations suggest that the bright spots might represent
yttrium ions at specific atomic positions along the grain boundary.
However, very careful interpretation of the Scherzer images is
required because the true location of the yttrium ions may not be
identical to the location of the bright spots. In fact, the location of
the individual atoms can be seen on the atom position overlay
which reveals that in reality the bright spots are not located directly
at the interface but one half Si3N4-hexagon ring away from it. The
appearance of the spots is a result of the combination of electrons
scattering off the yttrium ions and the effects of the path of
information transfer through the TEM, i.e., from lens aberrations,
on the electrons.

The overall relevance of these findings is of importance since
minute structural changes and transitions along the thin grain-
boundary films in silicon nitride ceramics can have a marked
influence on their macroscopic behavior. For example, postsinter-
ing heat treatment of Si3N4 ceramics has been used to improve
their mechanical properties, specifically by fully or partially
crystallizing the amorphous triple junction regions.41,42 However,
since triple junctions and thin grain boundaries are interconnected,
their respective transformations and chemical balances can influ-
ence each other; consequently, the atomic positions of the sintering
additive ions and their structural surroundings in the grain bound-
aries must change. The prospect is that these changes, when
examined and understood, will permit insight into mechanisms that
elucidate the role of the atomic structure and bonding at the local
level of the nanoscale grain-boundary films. To date, one can only
propose that the local bonding character and specific structural
transitions along the thin two-grain interface are responsible for
the marked changes in the mechanical response. Knowledge of the
precise location and the chemical and structural surrounding of
these additive ions can only lead to further understanding of these
key nano-/microstructural features which appear to control the
properties of many ceramics.

Fig. 9. Intensity distribution for Si, N, and Y in simulated images at three different ion-column densities (distance between Y ions: 2.8, 5.6, and 16.8 Å)
and of the amorphous grain-boundary phase. The intensity of the yttrium signal changes significantly with ion-column density and falls below the average
intensity level of the amorphous phase, with the consequence of the yttrium atoms becoming invisible.
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IV. Conclusions

Focus-variation image-reconstruction HRTEM has been used to
image the atomic structure of a silicon nitride ceramic to a
resolution of 0.93 Å, i.e., close to the theoretical information limit
of the microscope. Using both complementary Scherzer and
exit-wave phase-reconstructed images, these techniques have been
specifically applied to investigate the structure of the grain
boundaries in a high-purity, dilatometer-controlled gas-pressure-
sintered Si3N4 containing 2 wt% Y2O3 as a sintering additive.

Based on complementary EDS studies, it was confirmed that the
yttrium ions had segregated to, and were present in, the grain
boundaries. From theoretical studies in the literature,8–11 the
precise location of these ions has been assumed to be at the
nitrogen (or oxygen)-terminated plane of the half-ring of the Si
hexagon, i.e., on the prism-plane–grain-boundary interface; in
addition, most of the yttrium atoms were expected to be located in
the thin amorphous film along the boundary.

Images of a thin (�100 Å) two-grain boundary resulted in a
clear view of Si3N4 half-rings reaching into the amorphous grain

Fig. 10. Array of simulated Scherzer images showing the grain-boundary region containing Y at the prism planes. The emergence of periodic bright spots
along the grain boundary can primarily be detected under two conditions: (i) a low yttrium ion-column density of 16.8 Å or less and (ii) a specimen thickness
of 
130 Å. The intensity of the bright spots appears to peak at this thickness.
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boundary, suggesting that yttrium could indeed attach to those
locations. However, direct proof via HRTEM imaging could not
be obtained. Instead, image simulations helped explain why
yttrium ions could not be seen at these specimen thicknesses.
Specifically, the yttrium ion-column density is too low, i.e., less
than one yttrium every 16.8 Å, to produce a Y signal that is below
the correlated noise of the amorphous part of the interface.

Scherzer images from a thicker specimen (�100 Å) revealed
periodic bright spots along the interface that were attributed to
yttrium ions positioned at the prism plane. Only indirect confir-
mation that yttrium ions were positioned at the half-plane of the Si
hexagon was possible from computer simulations of Scherzer
HRTEM images recorded at larger foil thicknesses (
130 Å).
However, substitution of Si for Y atoms along the prism-plane
positions did not produce similar periodic bright spots.

We conclude that most of the yttrium atoms are located in the
amorphous boundary phase with only a few atoms, specifically one
yttrium atom every 16.8 Å, attached to the prism plane of the
matrix-grain–grain-boundary interface.
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